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Abstract

Research and Implementation of LBS for Mobile
Virtual Navigation System Based on Android

Junlin Li

With the development of GPS and 3G network, mobile navigation systems are widely
used in people’s daily life. From 2D electronic map to 3D simulation map, the
navigation services based on real-scene information is becoming the mainstream. Due
to the rapid growth of mobile navigation systems, users are not satisfied with the
basic navigation services any more, such as locating places and devising paths. They
put forward higher demands on location-based services (LBS for short). Thus, LBS
applications based on mobile navigation systems has attracted more and more
attention.
This thesis studies the drawbacks and relevant technologies of LBS, then designs and
implements the LBS application for mobile virtual navigation systems based on
Android platform. First of all, it analyzes the current status of LBS services, and come
up with a self-adapting individuation LBS proposal based on user interests. Secondly,
according to the requirements of LBS functional integrity and type diversity, it designs
three function modules of the LBS application, including Mobile LBS Module, Location
Sharing Module and Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module. What’s more,
Mobile LBS Module is aimed to provide basic and extended location services to users,
as well as user interest-based LBS information. Location Sharing Module puts forward
a new check-in mode using physical medium, such as 2D barcodes and Bluetooth
devices to share users’ current position. Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene
Module is responsible for navigation route review and historical track queries, via the
technology of SVG image compression and dynamic caching mechanism. Finally, the
LBS application invokes Augmented Reality Module to show the location data, service
results and navigation route in 3D form.
The LBS application for mobile virtual navigation system based on Android platform in
this thesis can provide navigation and location-based services of high quality directly
and clearly, as well as bring users new experiences of mobile function. It has already
achieved good results in experimental environment.
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Motivation 

The maturing Global Positioning System (GPS) technology has expanded its 

applicable spectrum from conventional military use and navigation in air or at sea to 

civilian use. Among myriad civilian applications, automotive navigation system is the 

most popular. The continuous developments of telecommunications and wireless 

technologies as well as the ever enhanced computing power on electronic mobile 

terminal have been facilitating the widespread application of GPS technology on 

hand-held devices. However, the navigation applications can only perform better 

within the limits of hand-held devices when they are programmed with optimized 

algorithms for presenting the map and also how they respond to the users’ service 

requests. 

The current map for navigation on mobile phones is typically categorized into three 

types i.e. two-dimensional navigation map, 3D simulation navigation map and virtual 

navigation map. The conventional two-dimensional map applies two-dimensional 

technologies to present geographical information and locations. The flat map gives a 

sense of wholeness, simplicity and bird's-eye view, but it fails to describe precisely 

the real scenario of the 3D world, leading to the absence of spatial information on a 

3D scale which materially affects the navigation results and path planning. Whereas 

the 3D simulation navigation map makes use of processing technologies of 3D data, 

building data collected on site into 3D virtual models on the basis of 2D map. 

Although the 3D map is intuitive with explicit direction indication, it still 

distinguishes itself from the real scenario. Furthermore, 3D map navigation poses 

other challenges, such as laborious data collecting, harsh demand on processing power, 

and burdensome maintenance and upgrading for map. 

Combining 2D map with the real time street view obtained via phone-equipped 

camera, the virtual navigation map not only provides geographical information on a 

3D scale but integrates the navigation information into real scenario, accurately 

describing the ambient environment, which is intuitive and convenient. It is the 

available technologies and the needs that spawn the 3D virtual navigation system on 

smart phones. Therefore, we are of the opinion that the prospect for 3D virtual 
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navigation system is positive
 [1]

. 

In addition, the services provided by the navigation system can greatly affect device 

performance and user experience. The upgrading hardware and increasing 

performance of smart phones have attracted a large number of people using 

navigation system on phones. However, people are not satisfied with the basic 

navigation services, such as locating places and devising paths. They want more from 

location based information service. As a result, people become increasingly interested 

in how they can obtain geographical information anywhere anytime via smart phones 

supported by GPS services and wireless telecommunication technologies. 

Against this backdrop, location based service (LBS) springs into being. The service 

uses various positioning methods to acquire the geographical information of mobile 

terminal user and provide numerous location based services to users with the platform 

support of Geographic Information System. LBS is widely recognized as a critical 

emerging value-added business, which transforms people’s lifestyle, except for 

telephone and SMS service
 [2]

. Subject to the previous limits on network bandwidth 

and connection speed, LBS experienced a lukewarm growth. As the widespread of 3G 

technology around world and thanks to the attention and promotion of global telecom 

operators, LBS becomes one of the most profitable value-added business 
[3]

. Therefore, 

the combination of the high-speed 3G network with the seamless integration of LBS 

and virtual navigation map leads phone navigation system into a new territory, which 

becomes a hotspot and highlight of related research at present. 

Undoubtedly, the integration of virtual navigation map and LBS related application 

will enhance the performance of phone navigation system, bringing brand new user 

experiences. Capitalizing on the current phone navigation system and smart phone 

loading with Android operating system, this thesis develops a dynamic virtual 

navigation system featuring real time 3D and mobility. Meanwhile, the thesis also 

develops LBS related application, with which users can browse maps, locating and 

searching, optimizing path planning and navigating in real time; moreover, the 

application provides extended geographic information services with richness and 

functionalities, such as customized LBS based on user’s interest, location sharing and 

designated reconstruction of real scene. 

In summary, the virtual navigation system loaded on Android phones with LBS 

presents a new fashion of browsing maps, enriches the functions of LBS applications, 

extends the service types of LBS, boosts the servicing capabilities of phone navigation 
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system and improves user experience. The research is worthwhile and practicable, 

because it demonstrates huge potential in business which bodes well for future 

economic outcome and will transform people’s lifestyle in a positive manner. 

1.2 Research Status 

Bandwidth and speed of network had greatly limited the development of LBS during 

2G/2.5G network period. With the rapid growth of 3G network, the practicability of 

LBS has been improved significantly. Nowadays LBS can be integrated seamlessly 

with the electronic map, and provide more various geographic information and 

real-time location update to mobile phone users.  

The implementation of LBS comprises two processes: 1）Determine the user's current 

location; 2）Provide users with all kinds of location-related information service. 

Therefore, the LBS technology research focuses on positioning and services. The 

positioning is to obtain the location information of mobile terminal user by means of 

various techniques, such as latitude and longitude or the specific location. While 

services reflect the performance of LBS applications, which is the profit- key to LBS 

industry. 

At the present time, there are mainly three types of LBS positioning technology 
[4]： 

1) Positioning based on the mobile terminal. 

This method is achieved by the GPS satellite positioning. And the positioning 

operation is completed on the mobile device. This process is of high precision and 

information-rich, but takes long time. 

2) Positioning based on the mobile network. 

This method determines the location by calculating the distance between the user 

and multiple mobile network base stations, completed on the positioning software 

platform provided by mobile switching network equipment suppliers. It is fast but not 

precise enough. The network solutions include Cell of Origin (Cell-ID), Arrival of 

Angle (AOA), Time of Arrival (TOA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) and so on. 

3) Hybrid Positioning. 

This method combines two or more positioning technologies, mainly GPS and 

mobile network based technology, to obtain more precise location information. The 

typical representative is Assisted GPS (A-GPS). The hybrid way can improve the 

positioning accuracy, and also shorten the computation time, as well as save power 
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consumption. However, it is complicated as the mobile terminal and the network 

entity need to be modified 
[5]

. 

Studies on LBS positioning technology mentioned above have been mature. Currently, 

research hotspots are focused on LBS service. Studies aimed at LBS service are 

mainly concentrated upon those aspects including the business model, the quality of 

service, types of service, the prolongation of application field and other aspects of 

LBS. 

There are mainly four types of LBS business models including entertainment models, 

service for life models, social networking services (SNS) models and e-commerce 

models. The entertainment models can be divided into check-in model (that is location 

sharing) and game model. At the present time, the hotspots of studies on LBS services 

are mainly aiming at providing more abundant types of location information for users. 

Besides, many new LBS services technologies appear and are applied in different 

fields such as inquiring the location of others in order to position and protect the old 

and children and some other special groups; public security organization’s gun 

positioning, trace tracking and police scheduling for emergency to safeguard the 

public; public transportation and taxi enterprises’ tracking and positioning of vehicles, 

accident report to the police, real-time scheduling and so on to help supervising and 

regulating of vehicles. 

This thesis intends to research relevant LBS technologies of mobile virtual navigation 

system which includes the quality and types of the services, based on current mature 

positioning technologies. 

LBS have grabbed lots of attention due to its wide application and high practicality. 

However, the present studies on LBS technologies remain in a development stage. 

There are still many problems like imperfect functions, simplex service type as well 

as disordered management and some disadvantages like low-grade services and 

relatively poor protection of users’ privacy. The main drawbacks of LBS technologies 

in practical applications are as follows: 

1) Most users prefer to obtain the geographic information via LBS to search and 

inquire the specific positions and sites all around. 

However, location information based on present LBS cannot really meet users’ 

demands. It is hard for users to find their interests due to the lack of relative 

information 
[6]

. Users cannot acquire the information in a high speed for its failure to 

sort the LBS results dynamically according to the priority of their interests. 
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For example, the popular LBS application of Dianping in China though supports 

manual setup and selecting interest types, it only shows relevant information for one 

specific interest point without integrated navigation system, thus users cannot get the 

detailed routes to the destination. 

2) Most LBS users hope to share their location with others through the service 

of check-in provided by LBS. Check-in refers to a user’s positioning his current 

location via some mechanism and posting the result in user space to share it with 

specified group members. 

Nevertheless, check-in cannot work on the condition of lacking in GPS signals 

for it is mainly realized solely through GPS positioning technology. 

For example, Foursquare, MyTown, and Jiepang are the representatives of LBS 

applications with check-in services domestic and abroad. These check-in models are 

still based on GPS and sometimes realized via positioning based on mobile network or 

hybrid positioning. But the signals of GPS and mobile network are weak or there’s 

even no signal indoors, which greatly affect the application range and users’ 

experience of LBS 
[7]

. Currently, some cell phone manufacturers solve this problem 

by allocating gyroscopes in smart phones. As a result, the LBS applications rely more 

and more on hardware resources of mobile phones and it is difficult for cross-platform 

implementation. 

3) Most LBS users expect to inquire their historical routes by using the location 

based services. 

However, at the present time, services based on LBS timeline merely rely on 

users’ geographic locations kept or shared in a period of time to decide the tracks they 

have passed roughly. Therefore, continuous and precise replaying of historical running 

data cannot be provided for a lot of information has been left out. 

The drawbacks of LBS in practical use mentioned above have influenced users’ 

experience and service quality. According to the LBS application for mobile virtual 

navigation system based on Android platform, this thesis studies the reasons behind 

these drawbacks, presents methods to improve the quality of LBS application and 

strengthens the capabilities of location-based services of navigation system by 

designing and implementing the LBS application system based on mobile virtual 

navigation system. 
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1.3 Thesis Overview 

This thesis mainly researches into the implementation of LBS application for mobile 

virtual navigation system based on Android phone. The whole project, which built on 

the development of current mobile navigation system, combines real street-view and 

traditional 2D map to give user the experience of what the screen presents is what you 

see. At the same time, it provides various navigation related LBS functions and 

returns the LBS results to users in real-scene mode. 

Major function modules in this project are showed as in figure 1.1. Orientation 

Identification Module is responsible for adjusting directions. Feasible Area Detection 

Module is used to determine the region which can be accessed. LBS Application 

Module provides a series of navigation services related to location information. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Framework of Mobile Virtual Navigation System 

The thesis focuses on the analysis, design and implement of LBS Application Module 

in mobile virtual navigation system. And LBS Application Module is divided into 

three submodules: Mobile LBS, Location Sharing, and Designated Reconstruction of 

Real Scene. Mobile LBS Submodule, which is the basic module of LBS application 

based on mobile virtual navigation system, provides fundamental location service and 

customized LBS based on user’s interest. Location Sharing Submodule mainly 

exchanges geographical information among users, via posting use’s location after 

check-in at specified spot. Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Submodule 

allows user to search historical track and replay routes in   real-scene mode along 
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the past navigation path. 

It covers the following aspects: 

1) Designs LBS architecture by analyzing user service requirements. 

As mobile virtual navigation system requires flexibility, quick response and 

scalability, this LBS application not only provides corresponding navigation service 

but also delivers nearby geographic information according to where the user is, by 

confirming user’s position and motion direction. Therefore, the architecture of mobile 

LBS is constructed using C/S mode through Web Service. At the meantime, 

self-adaptive map based on user’s interests is set up to meet various requirements, 

which greatly improve the user experience. 

2) Puts forward new methods of check-in via physical mediums such as 2D 

barcode and Bluetooth device based on mobile virtual navigation system. It can be 

aids for user to share location indoor where the signal is lost or not accurate, thus 

expanding the range of LBS application. 

3) Develops the function of designated reconstruction of real scene based on 

LBS application in navigation system. 

This service allows user to search historical track by time or location name, and 

then reconstructs the real scene of past occasion and site. It is an important 

complement for street-view navigation, which makes no limit to user’s current 

position and expands service types of LBS. 

4) Implements all the function modules mentioned above on Android platform. 

After getting familiar with the features and architecture of Android operation 

system, app developing process and having learnt to combine app with service 

provided by mobile operators, we develop LBS application based on mobile virtual 

navigation system. 

According to the research contents, the layout of this thesis is as follows: 

Chapter one is the introduction. It mainly introduces the research background, the 

significance, the current research status and the research contents of the project. 

Chapter two is about the related technologies. A brief description of correlative 

technologies involved in LBS location services for mobile navigation system will be 

made. 

Chapter three is the requirements analysis. This part will analyze the framework, 

functions and the performance requirements of the implementation of LBS for mobile 

virtual navigation system on the whole. 
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Chapter four is the design of LBS application. Based on the demand analysis, 

designing details of each function module of LBS will be shown in this part. 

Chapter five is the implementation of LBS application. The realization processes of 

the system will be elaborated and the experiment results will be presented. 

Chapter six is the conclusion. It will sum up the research work and demonstrate the 

research directions in the future. 
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2 Related Technologies 

In last chapter, we have analyzed the research motivation and put forward the research 

contents on the basis of current status of LBS application studies. The theories and 

methods of related critical technologies will be introduced in this chapter. 

2.1 LBS Overview 

LBS, which is short for Location Based Service, refers to providing location related 

services under the support of GIS platform by using the user’s geographical 

information obtained through positioning technologies 
[8]

, which includes GPS, 

mobile communication network such as GSM and CDMA. Besides, LBS is also 

supported by connecting mobile terminal devices via technologies like Bluetooth, 

WLAN and RFID. 

LBS is available in the need of the following basic elements
 [9]

: 

 Mobile devices：for example, mobile-phone, PDA and notebook which are 

used to send service requests and receive the required information in the 

form of image or text. 

 Communication network：to collect user data and service requests from the 

mobile device to service provider and return the required information to the 

user. 

 Positioning components：to get user’s location before providing LBS. This 

process can be done by GPS, mobile network, as well as edge-cutting 

methods such as though WLAN base station, Bluetooth and 2D barcode to 

provide indoor navigation.  

 Service provider：responsible for giving needed service such as positioning, 

optimum path finding and getting the address or contact of specific site 

according to user’s requirements.  

 Data provider：including mapping organizations and traffic management 

companies, etc., which own basic geographic information and location data 

as service provider normally do not save or maintain the information 

requested by user. 
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LBS，as one of the most promising business after SMS (Short Messaging Service)，

has been widely used in various fields of daily life。Its major categories are showed in 

figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Categories of LBS 

The concept of context awareness，which allows two-directional communication and 

interaction between users and service provider，has been introduced into LBS. The 

widely accepted definition is put forward by American scientist Anind K. Dey as 

follows: “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of a person, 

place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an 

application, including the user and applications themselves.” 
[10]

 As to LBS, users 

send the context of the close environment to service provider via mobile terminals, 

such as types of needed information, preferences and location, so that the provider can 

make tailored LBS for users. 

LBS can be classified into two categories: 

 Pull services: it only transmits the required information to users, which is 

quite similar to visiting a website by typing a URL 

 Push services: the received data is not required by users or requested 

indirectly by users. Such services are usually triggered by a certain event like 
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entering into a specific zone or time-out, which belongs to Location-aware 

Services. Push services are complicated to establish as it is not tied with the 

interaction between users and service provider. 

Geographic data used in LBS is XML encoded, and the standard form of GML (short 

for Geography Markup Language) specified by the international association of 

OpenGIS 
[11]

, which greatly enhances the interoperability between LBS and other 

systems. As a crucial part for presenting data in LBS, XML is of many advantages:  

①XML parser and XSLT processor is good at extracting and transmitting data; ②

XML supports data integration from different sources, for example integrating 

different geographic data and location-based information into the same LBS system; 

③XML enhances the interoperability among LBS components; ④ XML supports 

multi-data format and multi target platforms. 

2.2 Positioning Technology 

2.2.1 Positioning Methods and Precision Comparison 

1）Terminal-based positioning 

This method is to position the mobile device by processing and computing the 

GPS data received by the GPS module integrated in smartphone. The key for this 

method lies in the GPS technology which will be introduced later. As the positioning 

process is operated on mobile device, it is more secure than network-based 

positioning technology. 

The disadvantage of this method is that the traditional GPS receiver does not 

work well if it isn’t connected to the satellite under conditions like indoor or cloudy. 

Besides, it may take a few minutes to find the satellite at the initial stage. 

2）Network-based positioning 

To overcome the blemish of GPS receiver and excessive dependency on 

hardware equipment, mobile communication network such as GSM is utilized. The 

rationale is that every base station in the mobile network has a unique device ID. 

When a smartphone is connected with several base stations, user’s location can be 

approximately calculated according to the positions of these near-by base stations 

which are linked to device ID in network operator’s database. 

3）Hybrid positioning 
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Hybrid positioning is a combination of two methods mentioned above to 

improve the accuracy and remedy the drawback of these two ways. A typical example 

is A-GPS (Assisted GPS) which works as follows: GPS data is forwarded to mobile 

communication network through a built-in GPS receiver; location calculation is 

executed on network positioning server instead of on mobile device. At the same time, 

GPS data like satellite status and differential correction data is needed to improve the 

precision. Then user’s position is returned to mobile device via mobile network. 

4）Bluetooth-based positioning 

Bluetooth as short-range communication medium is capable of positioning, 

because every activated Bluetooth device has a unique address (BT_ADDR), which is 

visible and searchable to other devices. One positioning method is building 

BT_ADDR database to link to location data of existing Bluetooth’s access point. 

Another way is to search activated Bluetooth device nearby and judge whether the 

access point is related to location information; if so, receive location data from that 

device
 [12]

. 

Besides, RSSI (Radio Signal Strength Indicator) of Bluetooth’s access point can 

be used to calculate the distance between the target device and access point to get a 

more accurate location. Selecting several known access points, it is possible to 

position the target device through different RSSI by trilateration. Testing proved that 

the positioning accuracy can reach to 2 meters when the target device is less than 8 

meters away from the known access point. 
[13]

 

What’s more, collect characteristics of Bluetooth including usability and RSSI, 

and then compare these parameters of target device to the Bluetooth signals which are 

already linked to location data in database. In this way we can also get the location of 

the target device. 

5）WLAN-based positioning 

Similar to Bluetooth-based positioning, structure of WLAN access point could be 

employed to position in the following two ways. One way is to measure the RSSI of 

WLAN access point. However, the distance between access point and target device 

cannot be calculated directly due to the complicated signal propagation，so geometric 

data of the building needs to be added to the signal propagation model for further 

approximate estimate. The other way is to capture the names and RSSI of different 

WLANs, then compare that with the reference data with location information in 

database to get the position. 
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6）Comparison of accuracy  

Generally speaking, accuracy of positioning methods greatly affects the quality 

of LBS. Positioning technologies, which is the key to LBS application, mainly 

includes terminal-based positioning, network-based positioning and hybrid 

positioning nowadays. 

Figure 2.2 has showed the accuracy and applicability of different positioning 

methods for outdoor and indoor activities. According to this picture, network-based 

positioning, which is important for LBS, can be employed when low requirement of 

precision. For activities demanding high accuracy like dispatching, navigation or 

payment, terminal-based positioning of GPS or hybrid positioning is needed. At the 

same time, physical-based positioning with high accuracy such as Bluetooth, RFID, 

which is suitable for both indoor and outdoor occasions, is crucial for studying 

location sharing service based on mobile virtual navigation system in this thesis. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Positioning methods, accuracy and application [14]（AGPS: Assisted GPS, AOA: 

Angle of Arrival, TOA: Time of Arrival, E-OTD: Enhanced Observed Time Difference） 

2.2.2 GPS 

Global Positioning System (GPS), the global satellite navigation system orbiting 
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mid-range circular, can provide accurate position, speed measurement and 

high-precision time standard for 98% of the world
 [15]

. As it dynamically, accurately 

obtains space data in real time, so it is an important data source of Geographic 

Information System (GIS).  GPS, which is developed by United States Department 

of Defense for military purpose, supports all-weather and global navigation service 

for naval, air force and ground troops. Currently, as the accuracy of GPS signal for 

civil use has improved greatly, it has been applied into different fields of daily life like 

positioning, navigation, tracking cars and exploring the wild. This system mainly 

consists of space part, ground control part and user’s equipment part. 

The fundamental of GPS is to get the distance between the position of known satellite 

and that of user’s receiver according to instant point of high speeding satellite; then 

measure the distances to several other satellites, so we can calculate the position of 

target device by using space resection. However, the accuracy of result is affected by 

satellite error, signal propagation error, receiver error and other environment errors. 

At present, Differential GPS (DGPS) is widely applied in order to enhance the 

accuracy of GPS and correct the errors as much as possible. Differential positioning 

means two or more base stations track the same GPS satellite in the meantime on 

account of that satellite ephemeris error, ionized layer or troposphere lag error have 

the same effects on the parameters observed by same GPS satellite even at different 

stations
[16]

. So differential technology reduces the influence of errors and gets a more 

accurate result. 

The rationale of differential positioning is that select one or more base stations with 

known coordinates, and install GPS receivers at each place at first; then observe these 

GPS receivers and that of the target device synchronously. Afte getting the difference 

of coordinates or other parameters between the base station and the known resultsl, 

transmit the information to the receiver of the target device for a combined computing 

of all the data
 [17]

. The ways of calculating the difference includes: pseudo-range 

difference and carrier phase difference. 

2.3 Image Processing 

Image processing refers to various operations on image data like preprocessing, image 

restoring, image enhancement, image registration, image splitting, sampling, 

quantization, image classification and image compression etc. 
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Image processing for LBS application based on mobile virtual navigation in this thesis 

mainly involves preprocessing and image compression. 

2.3.1 Image Compression 

Image compression is feasible due to the three reasons below: 

 Redundancy of image data. The original highly relevant image data results 

into big amount of data redundancy and waste of bits. So eliminating 

redundancy of image data is a way to compress data to a certain degree. 

 Redundancy of symbol coding. The same code length for symbols with 

different appearance rate leads to bit waste. Variable-length coding, which 

uses short code for high occurrence rate symbol and long code for low 

occurrence rate symbol, is a way to remove part of coding redundancy. 

 Redundancy of psychological vision. Image information like chrominance 

and high frequency information recognizable by human eyes is limited. 

Eliminating part of data during the vision process won’t be detected by the 

eyes and the effect is the same as before. So reducing these information is 

also a way to compress these data. 

Besides that, redundancy of image data also includes: ①Space redundancy is caused 

by the high correlation between image pixel dots; ②Time redundancy is resulted by 

two consecutive frames of motion images; ③Structure redundancy is due to the 

strong texture structure existed on image; ④Knowledge redundancy is because that 

some fix or regular structure like face or head can be obtained from experience and 

background knowledge; ⑤Information entropy redundancy means the volume of 

information unites is larger than entropy; ⑥Homogeny redundancy is owing to that 

all the pixel corresponding to two or several sections are identical or similar, the 

redundancy result from the repeatedly saved data 
[18]

. 

Image compression can be completed via a lot of ways which can be classified into 

different categories from different perspectives. According to the compression theory, 

it can be distinguished as follows: predictive coding, transform coding and statistical 

coding. From the perspective of information theory, i.e. whether information is lost or 

not during the compression process, it can be divided into the following two 

categories
 [19]

: 

 Lossless compression is also called redundancy compression method. Image 

compressed by this method can be decoded to the image exactly the same as 
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the original one. The code of data information or entropy coding remains the 

same and results no image distortion at all, which is an inverse operation 

from the perspective of mathematics. 

 Lossy compression is also called information compression. Distortion coding 

or entropy compressed coding is applied to eliminate large amount of 

redundancy which result into a certain degree of distortion and loss of quality 

compared with original image. 

Coding method is determined according to the statistical characteristics of the original 

image, and the adaptability of software and hardware on the target platform, as well as 

the specific environment and technology standard. Besides, coding and decoding 

should be fast and easy to apply; quality of image after decompression should meet a 

certain standard without over distortion. 

2.3.2 SVG  

SVG stands for Scalable Vector Graphics, and is an open standard image format to 

describe 2D vector-graph. Based on XML and complied with XML grammar, it is 

platform-independent and scalable as XML. 

Unlike traditional image format, SVG depicts the characteristics of vector-image by 

using text, so it is irrelevant to image resolution. What is more important, as a text 

format, SVG supports and utilizes GZIP algorithm to compress image which reduces 

size and saves space. 

Compared to the image and compression algorithm of other formats, SVG has the 

following advantages: 

1）Compressed by GZIP algorithm, it reduces greatly the size of image data and  

the time to transmit data via Internet. 

2）As text format, SVG is readable as HTML webpage. Besides, revision and edit 

of SVG file is easier than other formats like JPEG, BMP, and GIF etc. 

3）Upgradable as it is, SVG is adaptable to different resolution without distorting 

image. 

4）Scalable SVG maintains the same image quality after zooming in, so it is 

suitable for navigation map. 

5）It is easy to search and select text, also convenient to build text index. 

6）It supports script and flash which can be integrated with many modern 

technologies, also is very interactive when providing LBS. Due to its open source 
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character, SVG has more broad availability than Flash. 

7）SVG can generate images dynamically which is convenient for user to operate 

on map during navigating.
 [20]。 

SVG fully supports Document Object Model (DOM), and then can define a unified 

API for external programs
 [21]

. 

SVG parser is needed on wireless device to identify and display SVG files. For 

modifying or editing SVG file, SDB Editor is normally used. 

2.4 Android Operating System 

Android Operating System, which is based on Linux and an open source code, is 

mainly used on mobile devices like smartphones and tablet computers. The 

smartphone operating system, firstly developed by American scientists Andy Rubin, is 

purchased by Google who unite smartphone manufacturers, software developers, 

telecommunication operators and chip manufacturers into Open Handset Alliance 

(OHA) to develop and improve Android and expand this OS from smartphone to other 

mobile devices like tablet computer. Statistics suggest that up to Aug, 2011, Android 

has become the most welcome smartphone platform in the world. 

System architecture of Android includes applications, middleware software, hardware 

abstraction layer and Linux kernel as figure 2.3 showed. Functions of different layers 

are described as below: 

1）Application: At present java is the major programming language in the 

mainstream developing environment SDK. The basic application unit is called 

Activity. One type of Activity creates a certain type of window. Activity under 

operation is called Foreground and program running in background is called Service. 

These two are connected by Service Connection and AIDL to execute multi-programs 

at the same time. 

Activity stack is used to manage several Activities in Android, so only the top 

one is activated at one time. The status of Activities determined its position in this 

stack, and change of position reflects the switch of status. The life circle of an Activity 

consists of four basic states: Actived, Paused, Stopped, and Killed. 

2）Middleware software：It is the middle layer which connects operating system 

and application in Java. It is made up by two parts: Library and Virtual Machine. 

Special virtual machine Dalvik stores all the variables to reduce its instruction. 
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Dalvik has several instances. One dalvik virtual machine is created when each 

Android application begins running to optimize the system during the process of 

execution. 

3）Hardware Abstraction Layer: It is used to separate Android application, 

middleware software with Linux Kernel, thus avoiding android developing 

over-depend on Linux Kernel. It is realized by encapsulating the hardware driver 

modules into closed source code. 

4）Linux Kernel: It is not the standard GNU/Linux, because part of functions 

restrained by GNU GPL are removed for open-sourced business application. At the 

same time, drivers are transferred to users’ space to separate from the Kernel 

thoroughly. 

 

Figure 2.3 System architecture of Android 
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3 Requirements analysis 

Related technologies in LBS application design are introduced in last chapter. This 

chapter will analyze the requirements of LBS based on mobile virtual navigation 

system in terms of system architecture, LBS function and performance. 

3.1 Requirements Analysis of System architecture 

We need to consider the limitation of resource on mobile device as well as its mobility 

when researching and implementing LBS application for mobile virtual navigation 

system. So LBS system architecture should be flexible and scalable. 

Limitation of mobile device mainly includes: 

 RAM, computing power, resolution ratio, and battery life of smartphones are 

limited. Besides, inputting device generally is not allowed for fast operation. 

 Mobile network with limited bandwidth, high retardance and unstable 

connection will affect the transmitting speed of LBS data. 

 Information provided by LBS should be simple and clear for quick decision 

because LBS is usually needed under emergency, like driving. 

What’s more, LBS based on mobile virtual navigation system needs to meet the 

following standards: 

 LBS application should be able to provide different kinds of information like 

geographic information or location based information from most geographic 

areas and various sources. 

 Information provided by LBS should be real-time and dynamically updated. 

 Interoperability between different LBS modules should be effectively 

managed and controlled. 

According to the requirements of LBS, application architecture designed in this thesis 

is showed in figure 3.1, which consists of five layers. In this five-layer architecture, 

the lower layer provides relevant service for the upper layer. The specific function of 

each layer is introduced as follows: 

1) Operating system layer 

Android system is chosen due to its open-source and based on Linux. APIs in 

Android SDK are good for developing and transferring applications and controlling 
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the interoperability between different LBS modules. 

2) System service layer 

It is an abstraction of underlying service needed by upper application which 

could focus on the application itself regardless of hardware features of different 

smartphones. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 System architecture of LBS application 

3) Mobile virtual navigation system layer 

This layer is responsible for navigation-related service. Based on the virtual 

navigation map, it renders real street view into 3D with augmented reality technology 

to present users the real-scene around. At the same time, it provides LBS application 

layer with navigation-related support, digital map information and real-scene 

presentation. This layer mainly divides into three modules: navigation map module, 

navigation service module and augment reality module. 

4) LBS application layer 

Based on the layer of mobile virtual navigation system, it is responsible for 

location-related service which is the core of LBS research and implementation. On 
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one hand, it receives information like geographic data, street view images and user’s 

target location from devices like camera, GPS and Bluetooth; on the other hand, it 

processes core data and outputs to user interface. At the same time, it connects the 

mobile device with web server for interactive requests and data transmitting. LBS 

application layer is split into three modules: Mobile LBS Module, Location Sharing 

Module and Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module. 

5) User interface layer 

This layer is the screen which directly interacts with user, including input and 

output system. On one hand, user interface layer receives user-inputted information 

such as target location, inquiry request, and check-in information, and then transmits 

all the data to relevant layer for further process. On the other hand, this layer receives 

LBS information and designated reconstruction of real-scene data, as well as presents 

the result to smartphone screen. 

3.2 Functional Requirements Analysis  

LBS application based on mobile virtual navigation system mainly provides 

location-related service during the navigation process. It includes three modules: 

Mobile LBS Module, Location Sharing Module and Designated Reconstruction of 

Real Scene Module, all of which are allied by Virtual Navigation Module to exercise 

its function. Relationships among these modules are showed in figure 3.2: 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Relationships among LBS modules 

3.2.1 Mobile LBS Module 

Mobile LBS Module mainly provides basic location information, supports mobile 
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navigation user to inquire life and traffic information, thus it is the foundation of the 

other two modules. Due to the limitation of smartphone hardware and bandwidth of 

mobile communication network, Mobile LBS Module functions properly only when it 

meets the following requirements: 

1) Provide nearby geographic information. 

Mobile LBS Module supports user to search for site or place and provide nearby 

life and traffic information. Geographic data acquired in this way includes basic 

information and extended information. 

2) Provide customized LBS.  

It provides self-adaptive LBS based on personal interests aiming at different 

users’ hobbies and concern. 

3) Protect user’s privacy. 

ID authentication is needed when user submitting service request in order to 

protect personal information
 [22]

. Besides, it is necessary to check users’ basic settings 

before providing push services to avoid interruption. 

4) Reduce network traffic.  

5) Decrease dependency of LBS on smartphone arithmetic speed, RAM and 

other capabilities as much as possible. 

The above-mentioned functions of Mobile LBS Module are realized through 

smartphone application and server program. 

3.2.2 Location Sharing Module 

Location sharing service means that user registers his location through some 

mechanism at a certain time and posts the corresponding geographic information to 

the member of a specific group; this process is the so-called Check-in. 

Check-in service for most present LBS applications including the following 

procedures: 

1）Position user’s current location; 

2）Provide a list of nearby registered locations and places; 

3）Select the venue in the list that satisfies user requirement or the place created 

by user himself; 

4）Post the user’s geographic information to some specific groups. 

Based on the above-mentioned process and according to the requirements of Virtual 

Navigation System, this module should meet the following demands: 
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1) Precise position under special environment. 

GPS is adopted by most of users to share their locations. However, under special 

environment like indoor or cloudy, GPS signal is lost or weak. So we need to position 

and check-in with the help of other ways like using physical medium. 

2) Quick check-in. 

Positioning with GPS, LBS application provides a list of registered places for 

users to choose. But in crowded business district, users may spend a lot of time on 

finding the needed information from the long list. Hence, Location Sharing Module 

should have a method for quick search. 

3) Semantic translation of geographic information. 

Users usually post the actual name of the venue for checking in, while what GPS 

returns is pure geographic information like longitude and latitude. Therefore Location 

Sharing Module should translate geographic data into some semantic names, and try 

to make sure users won’t repeatedly name the same place manually in case of 

information redundancy in database. 

4) Protection of user’s privacy. 

During the check-in process, we need to confirm that user initiatively shares his 

location instead of passively being followed his or her track. At the same time, access 

rights to geographic information posted by user are strictly controlled in case of 

personal privacy leaking. 

5) Various information sharing mechanisms. 

Data like relevant real-scene picture or real-time video should be allowed to 

become part of geographic information posted by user. 

3.2.3 Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module 

Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module is for scenario review and 

track query. This module allows user to search a certain scene passed in the track and 

present it on cellphone in the form of real scene. It is an important complement for 

virtual navigation system, as user is not limited at current position to take LBS. 

To realize the functions of this module, key technologies are needed as follows: 

1) Real-scene Information Compression. 

Huge amount of data captured by camera during navigation process should be 

compressed due to limited storage of cellphone. More data saved in local storage after 

compression increases hit rate when searching for real-scene history. Besides, it saves 
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much time for transmitting data between mobile device and the LBS server, which 

also reduces the waiting time for LBS results. According to the requirement of 

real-scene reconstruction, lossless compression is needed to make sure no image 

distortion and real historical scene presented on cellphone screen. 

2) Real-scene Information Storage. 

In order to improve the hit rate, the virtual navigation system needs to store a 

large number of image data for searching historical track. Due to the limitation of 

cellphone storage and the data transmitting method of C/S architecture, it is important 

to choose proper storage strategy and set rational cache memory. When user sends 

request for reconstruction of real-scene, LBS application will firstly search the data in 

cellphone cache. If the required data is missing, the request will be delivered to the 

server for further process. 

3) Real-scene information retrieval. 

A large volume of image data is saved in this module to guarantee the quality of 

LBS. So it is necessary to design an appropriate data base structure and set an 

effective index according to the image compression format. 

4) Protection of user’s information. 

User’s ID is verified after service request sent by mobile device to server in order 

to confirm that user has permission to use LBS and access right to image data. At the 

same time, the server should refuse to send location data and personal information to 

any unauthorized link. 

3.3 Performance Requirements Analysis 

LBS realized on mobile navigation system should be real-time which are affected 

mainly by the following factors: 

1) Network transmitting rate. 

In mobile LBS architecture based on C/S model, transmitting speed of network 

directly affects responding time of sever, data interaction and transmitting time, thus 

influencing the waiting time for user to get LBS result. 

2) Positioning method. 

The key of LBS application in mobile navigation system is to position the current 

coordinates of user. The speed of mobile positioning is directly influenced by GPS 

signal strength, environment complexity and site density. For location sharing 
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function, different check-in methods like GPS site list, 2D barcode or Bluetooth 

matching also have great effects on time of check-in. 

3) Number of frames captured by camera per second. 

If the number of frames is set too high, CPU will be overburdened with data 

processing, and the unprocessed data might lead to cache overflowing, as well as 

more storage required. If the number of frames is set too low, the virtual navigation 

might be incoherent, resulted in less hit rate when searching for historical real-scene. 

4) Image compression method. 

If compression ratio is too high, image will be distorted and 3D rendering effect 

will be influenced when reconstructing real-scene. If compression ratio is too low, 

more storage is needed and more data transmitted to server will take a lot of time, thus 

decreasing operation efficiency. At the same time, image compression format also 

determines the retrieval speed. 

5) Volume of smartphone cache. 

The performance of mobile client is restricted by RAM, concurrent threads and 

bandwidth. In Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module, parts of compressed 

images are saved in local cache to improve search speed, while the rest of data is 

transferred to Web server. More cache memory means quicker app operation and 

shorter responding time. 

6) Database. 

LBS application based on mobile navigation system creates several databases, 

for example user database, location database, and image database. Such factors like 

data structure, table partition and index construction and maintenance greatly affects 

the performance of database and data retrieval time, thus impacting the stability and 

efficiency of LBS. 

Besides, hardware of smartphone also plays an important role in LBS quality. For 

example, CPU frequency affects the processing speed of image data, and then further 

impacts the fluency of real scene navigation and latency of LBS. Resolution rate of 

camera determines the quality of street view image, thus makes a difference in the 

effect of real-scene reconstruction. 

According to the performance analysis, this thesis researches and implements a LBS 

application of high quality which fully satisfied user’s requirements without affecting 

real-scene navigation effect based on the limited hardware resource. 
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4 LBS Application Design 

After analyzing architecture, function and performance requirements of LBS 

application in mobile virtual navigation system in last chapter，the specified function 

designs are made in this chapter, paving the way for implementing the LBS 

application in next chapter. 

4.1 Architecture Design 

Based on the analysis of LBS architecture in chapter 3 and the requirements of mobile 

virtual navigation system, software architecture of LBS application is designed as 

figure 4.1 showing. This thesis respectively designs and implements three modules, 

including Mobile LBS Module, Location Sharing Module and Designated 

Reconstruction of Real Scene Module. 
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Figure 4.1 Software architecture of LBS application 

As showed in figure 4.1, Mobile Virtual Navigation Module, the core module in 

mobile navigation system, provides navigation-related support, digital map 

information, and real-scene presentation via augmented reality to major functional 

modules i.e. Mobile LBS Module, Location Sharing Module and Designated 

Reconstruction of Real Scene Module. Data Providing Module, as the major data 

source of LBS application, mainly relies on smartphone hardware like camera, GPS 

and Bluetooth to get geographic and image data. All the information is transmitted to 

other software modules for further processing. LBS Application Module in mobile 

virtual navigation system is responsible for a series of location-based services. 

The thesis designs and implements LBS application modules according to figure 4.1, 

which mainly includes three function modules: 

1) Mobile LBS Module. 

This module mainly provides various kinds of basic and personalized LBS. It 

includes basic data providing, mobile client, server and personalized LBS. As the 
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foundation of Location Sharing Module and Designed Reconstruction of Real Scene 

Module, it provides location information and basic geographic data related to other 

two modules. 

2) Location Sharing Module. 

    This module allows user to share his/her current position, and posts relevant 

location information to user space after check-in. It includes four parts: positioning 

current location, registering location, posting location, and protecting user’s privacy. 

3) Designed Reconstruction of Real Scene Module. 

This module provides service of route replay, historical occasion search and 

reconstruction. It is divided into five parts: location information extracting, image 

acquisition and processing, image compression and storage, searching by certain time 

or by place, real scene reconstruction and rendering which is accomplished by 

Augmented Reality Module in Mobile Virtual Navigation Module. 

Interaction between these modules and user is realized on smartphone screen which 

allows for information input and result output. 

4.2 Design of Mobile LBS Module 

Mobile LBS Module provides basic location-based services and allows user to get 

advanced services from the third-party LBS provider. 

This thesis constructs mobile LBS system for virtual navigation system based on Web 

Service through C/S structure. The design includes system design, server application 

design, mobile client application design, and LBS design based on user’s interests. 

4.2.1 System Design 

According to the requirements of LBS application, Mobile LBS Module includes two 

parts: server processing platform and mobile client that supports augmented reality. 

The design of system architecture is displayed in figure 4.2:  
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Figure 4.2 System architecture of Mobile LBS Module 

1) Server processing platform. 

It is the basic module to process various data and connects third-party LBS 

servers like Foursquare, Baidu map and Google map. It also reserves extendable API 

and unifies interface functions for outside program to invoke. Built with J2EE, the 

platform is a component-based module with each sub-module encapsulated 

individually. 

The server is divided into three parts according to its function: LBS API 

Application Module, Database Processing Module and Web Application Module. LBS 

API Application Module receives and processes then forwards the HTTP request 

which is submitted from the client. Database Processing Module computes and 

calculates the core data to get the result of LBS request. Web Application Module 

connects the third-party LBS servers and obtains the real-scene map information. 

Such LBS architecture makes business logic separated from data processing, thus 

improving response speed. 

2) Mobile Client. 

Mobile Client is responsible for sending LBS requests to the server, analyzing 

the results, transmitting geographic and image data, as well as real scene 

reconstruction. It includes five parts by feature: database storage, network information 
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processing, data collection, augmented reality and navigation map invoking. 

Database Storage Module saves user’s local profile. Network information 

Processing Module transmits and analyzes user’s request, which works as follows: 

encapsulates user’s request into HTTP message and forwards this message to LBS 

API Application for further processing, and finally analyzes the return result. Data 

Collection Module acquires geographic information through GPS or GSM etc. and 

transmits it to Network Information Processing Module along with spatial parameters 

like camera orientations. Augmented Reality Module is responsible for processing the 

return virtual information and superposes that with the real image collected by camera 

and then outputs to the screen. Real-scene Navigation Map Module sends related map 

information to web application server and forwards to database processing unit to 

assist location data processing comprehensively. 

Vector geographic data and XML is employed in Mobile LBS Module to create 

independent communication protocol. Meanwhile database storage is utilized to 

realize information acquisition and posting mechanism based on mobile virtual 

navigation system. This module integrates various geographic data and 

location-related information into the same LBS system and enhances interoperability 

among LBS modules. Figure 4.3 depicts its workflow: 

1) User registers via Internet and completes ID authentication after login on 

mobile client. 

2) Constructing user’s work space. In this phase, Information Collection 

Module cooperates with Augmented Reality Module to transmit geographic 

information obtained from GPS or other positioning methods along with accelerator 

parameters and camera orientation to Network Information Processing Module. The 

work space is used to post and share user’s location, as well as store interest model for 

personalized LBS and compressed image captured during navigation process. 

3) Network Information Processing Module encapsulates HTTP request 

message and transmits it in POST way to LBS API Application Server for further 

processing. 

4) The server processes the data requested by user and returns response message 

to client. 

5) After receiving the response message, the client analyzes LBS result file to 

get key geographic data and other information. 

6) Augmented Reality Module generates virtual image with analyzed 
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information. At the same time, it superimposes with real image acquired from camera 

and other location information in user’s work space, then outputs onto the screen in 

real scene model. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Workflow of Mobile LBS Module 

4.2.2 Design of Server Application 

Mobile LBS Server is component-based model with each sub-module encapsulated 

individually. The server platform divides into three modules: LBS API Application 

Module, Database Processing Module and Web Application Module. Interface 

functions are unified for outside program to invoke. 

In order to separate business logic control, data processing and servlet API, Struts 2 is 

used to constructed business logic platform. Design of mobile LBS server application 
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is showed in figure 4.4. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Frame of Mobile LBS Server 

In the above picture, the WEB front-end page presents data. HTTP requests sent by 

client are transmitted to Action Servlet, which is the control center of Web application 

server. Different kinds of requests will be forwarded to corresponding Action for 

further process. Each Action process data with a different data model and the result 

will be delivered to Action Servlet to transmit to different destinations accordingly. 

DAO (short for Data Access Objects), an object-oriented database engine interface for 

directly access to database, is used in this thesis for mutual access and data exchange 

between Integrated Data Processing Module and database. At the meantime, in Web 

application server, DAO access interface based on Hibernate is constructed to separate 

data object and relation model, which mainly includes: 1) User DAO is used to 

process user-related information. When logged in WEB LBS, User DAO will be 

initialized and then object model will be transformed into data model. 2) Tag DAO is 

used to switch location information and additive attribute from object model to data 

model. 

LBS API application server and Web application server is constructed based on J2EE 

MVC (Model-View-Controller). User can access the LBS server via unified interface 
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of LBS API. LBS API application server receives HTTP request messages from 

mobile client and returns relevant result to user, thus finishing data exchange between 

client and server. WEB application server is used to receive information of virtual 

navigation map and connect to the third party LBS server to get related services. 

Date exchange between mobile client and server is showed in figure 4.5： 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Data Flow Diagram between Mobile Client and Server 

1) User sends the HTTP request message. 

2) The request message, after processed by LBS API application server, along 

with related data in database and location information gained from WEB application 

server is transferred to Data Processing Module via DAO. 

3) Data Processing Module calculates the received data to get the requested 

LBS result. 

4) Servlet response function is invoked to encapsulate the service result into 

XML data flow and return to Network Information Processing Module on mobile 

client. 

5) In phase 4, Servlet response function also creates JSON and transmits to 

Mobile Virtual Navigation Module to dynamically present LBS result on navigation 

map in real-time. 

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight data exchange format which is 

easy to read, edit, create and analyze by machine. Structure of JSON data package can 

be grouped into two categories: ① ArrayList<Name-ValuePair>; ② an ordered 
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value list which is usually presented in array. This thesis uses the first structure i.e. the 

ArrayList<Name-ValuePair> to encapsulate information which is corresponding to 

HTTP message transferred from client. 

4.2.3 Design of Mobile Client Application 

LBS Mobile Client is mainly divided into four modules: Data Acquisition Module, 

Database Processing Module, Network Information Processing Module and 

Augmented Reality Module which are displayed in figure 4.6: 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Structure of Mobile LBS Client 

1）Data Acquisition Module. 

This module is the positioning module whose accuracy directly affects the 

quality of LBS. GPS, GSM and hybrid positioning method are used to gather various 

kinds of location parameters and get different processing methods for different 

parameters. Positioning method is chosen according to the following principles: 

 GPS is the first priority to be chosen to position; 

 When GPS signal is weak or lost, GSM is invoked to position; 

 When a high precision is demanded, A-GPS is used to guarantee accuracy. 

The procedure of data acquisition is as follows: 

a. When running mobile virtual navigation system, it notifies operation system 

that LBS application has started to work and needs related position service. 

b. A certain positioning method is chosen to acquire user’s current location and 

transmits it to Network Information Processing Module. 
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c. Set the monitor to watch out for user’s location, positioning method and LBS 

provider. 

d. When the monitored information mentioned above has changed, 

corresponding operation is initialized. 

2）Database processing module. 

This module is realized by SQLite database integrated on Android. It is a 

lightweight database which occupies less memory without configuration and supports 

SQL. When LBS mobile client runs for the first time, the module guides the user to 

register on Internet and creates a local user space, as well as generates related data 

files. When user access after then, local data is read first to decrease transmitting time 

from the Internet. Data in database keeps synchronized with the server. 

3）Network Information Process Module. 

This module works as following steps: firstly, encapsulates information acquired 

from Data Acquisition Module and corresponding information in database into HTTP 

message, and then sends service request or data request to server in POST way. In 

order to reuse HTTP POST, parameters transmitted to server are in key-value pairs, i.e. 

ArrayList<Name-ValuePair>. 

Secondly, after delivering the request, Network Information Processing Module 

will get the returned HTTP status from server such as error 404, error 500, connection 

timeout and abnormal request. According to the status, different prompt messages are 

presented on screen like asking user to register or log in. 

Thirdly, when returned HTTP status is normal, XML data flow is analyzed by 

DOM (Document Object Model) in this thesis. DOM is recommended as the standard 

program interface to process XML by W3C. In the process of analysis, XML is 

defined as tree structure with each leaf defined as node. The specific process is as 

follows: 

a. Constructs a Document Builder Factor for DOM parser. 

b. Invokes the static method of Document Builder Factor to get a DOM parser. 

c. Transforms XML data flow from the server and input it to the DOM parser. 

d. Analyzes the data flow to get a 0rg.w3c.dom.Document pair. 

e. Further analyzes the Document object.  

f. Gets the content of XML file when analyzing to the root node.   

At last, this module transfers the analyzed data to Augmented Reality Module to 

process and present to user. At the same time, part of the information is saved in local 
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database for Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module to use. 

4）Augmented Reality Module. 

This module is provided by Mobile Virtual Navigation System. After receiving 

JSON data package, it will be analyzed with JavaScript and AR-related functions in 

Augmented Reality Module. The superposition of analyzed information and image 

captured by camera in real-time will be presented to user’s screen in 3D form. The 

module displays the geographic information on virtual navigation map and invokes 

related API to post the location to user’s space. 

4.2.4 Design of LBS Based on User Interests 

3D real-scene map is generated by combining street-view captured by camera and 2D 

digital map with augmented reality technology. As 2D digital map is premade by map 

provider, it is lack of location information for user, which cannot meet users’ 

requirements. At the same time, LBS results requested by users cannot be sorted 

dynamically according to user’s interests. All these spoil user experience and increase 

the cost of map generation and transmission. 

Thus, Mobile LBS Module should provide not only the basic geographic information 

but also personalized LBS giving consideration to user interests. The LBS results 

which are interesting to user will be firstly displayed on virtual navigation map. 

The core of providing tailored LBS is to construct user interest model. The structure is 

showed in figure 4.7. WEB application server will create a personal interest model on 

client after user login and ID authentication.   
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Figure 4.7 Structure of User Interest Model 

As showed in the above picture, the user interest model is divided into two parts: 

1）LBS Self-Adaptive Module based on User Interests (module I ). 

Module I is the core module of interest model. It creates and maintains user log 

file, manage object categorization，generates personalized virtual navigation map and 

firstly displays the venues which are interesting to user by analyzing user’s interest 

point. 

2）Cognitive Module based on User Location (module II). 

The module II is responsible for updating dynamically user’s location to provide 

real-time and accurate LBS information. At the same time, this module provides 

navigation route to user’s interest point by connecting to Mobile Virtual Navigation 

Module. During navigation, real-time traffic map layer provides the optimal path to 

destination by avoiding traffic jam. 

Module I keeps a log of user’s each operation when choosing interested information 

and corresponding geographic service during every navigation process. It creates log 

file, saves user’s operation record and related geographic data in user space. It also 

constructs Interest DAO to collect user’s interest points and transforms the object 

model to data model which is saved into database on server. After repeating such 

process several times, the retrieval area on map will shrink. Thus, the volume of 

processing data will be decreased while the accuracy of LBS information will be 

improved. The work process of Module I is displayed in figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 Work Process of Module I 

The key technologies to realize tailored LBS include the following three aspects: 

1) Classification of geographic data. 

Geographic data is categorized into two groups based on the content and attribute 

of LBS objects in the user interest model. 

a. System Classification 

Geographic data in database of user interest model is classified into different 

categories like building, road, tourist site, square and so on, which can also be 

subdivided into smaller groups. All these categorizations belong to fixed system 

classification. Operation to one of these categories is presumed that user is interested 

in relevant LBS. As a result the retrieval area of geographic data is decreased, as well 

as the volume of transmitted geographic data. 
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b. User Classification 

Module I makes a more detailed classification of geographic data to fit user’s 

interests better, thus enables that specific system classification with its particular 

attributes which user likes can be recorded by Interest DAO in real-time. For example, 

if the user searches the restaurants by price or cuisine for many times which means the 

user is more interested in certain price range or certain cuisine. According to the 

specific attributes of the geographic data recorded by Interest DAO, a new 

classification for user is set up under the corresponding system classification. These 

classifications are private, and different categories for different users, so it is called 

user classification i.e. user’s interest point. Geographic data related to user interests 

has the highest precedence when searching and displaying a certain type of 

information. 

2) Calculation of key parameters. 

User interest model relies on three parameters to confirm the real interest point, 

and then provide tailored LBS. The three parameters are as below: 

a. Area Operation Score. 

In Model I, an operation counter is initialized for the map area generated by each 

user’s operation. The counter counts one more with one operation in this area. If the 

time interval of two consecutive operations exceeds a preset threshold value, user is 

presumed to be interested in the geographic data within the operation area. An 

operation score is created for each interested area of user and can be calculated by 

formula 4.1: 

regionAreaynumCategor

ounteroperationCaltimeInterv
coreoperationS




     （4.1） 

In the above formula, Time Interval stands for the time between two consecutive 

operations, and a high value means more time spent on this area and more interested 

in the information. Operation Counter is the value of the counter, and a high value 

means more interested in this area. Num Category stands for the number of objects in 

system classification and user classification within this area, and a lower value can 

help determine more accurate user’s interest point. Region Area is the area of the 

operation region, a lower value means higher accuracy. Therefore, the higher of 

operation score for a particular area, user is more interested in the geographic data 

within the area. 

b. Object Modification Score. 
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A modification counter is set up for each object of user classification to quantify 

the attention attached to every user interest point in Module I. Before building a new  

user classification, Module I searches the established object in user space. If the same 

or similar category existed, attribute of the object will be modified instead of setting 

up a new classification, and one more is added to the counter. Under a certain 

threshold value within a set time interval, the score of object modification is equal to 

the corresponding modification counter. And a higher score means more emphasis on 

this user classification. Meanwhile it also indicates an unstable classification. The 

high frequency of modification cannot completely stand for user’s real interest point. 

c. Object Weight. 

Each object of system classification or user classification is assigned a weight 

regarding to the frequency searched by user in a certain time. It puts a high priority on 

the latest operation combining with user operation history. A high frequency means a 

heavy weight. When the weight of a type of object or its attribute exceeds a threshold 

value, it is assigned with a constant, which stands for the real interest point. 

3) Selection of user’s interest point. 

Firstly, chose an area with high operation score and analyze the modification 

score of the objects in this area; then select the object with high modification score. In 

a certain period of time, if the frequency of modification decreases and its 

corresponding score is a constant, then the object will be marked as the real interest 

point. More user interaction makes a more accurate judgment on interest point in this 

self-adaptive LBS interest model, so personalized LBS is more satisfied to user’s real 

needs. 

When using such mobile virtual navigation system and searching on this 

customized LBS map, it presents more objects of user’s interest points, thus 

shortening the responding time of server and the wait time for user to get LBS result. 

Therefore user experience is improved and network flow is saved. 

4.3 Design of Location Sharing Module 

Location sharing service ，i.e. check-in, is to acquire user’s current position and 

register it in the relevant database, as well as to post the geographic information to 

user’s space and share with a certain group of people. 

Factors like the purpose of service, form of sharing activity, type of the sharing data 
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and the validity period collectively determines the method of realizing location 

sharing service. 

Among all these factors, type of user sharing activities like actively or passively 

sharing location determines the whole sharing procedure. In active process, user needs 

to interact with clients to post his or her location which is called check-in. In passive 

process, LBS app constantly or regularly track user’s location and returns it back to 

server until user stops such service. 

Type of activities directly determines the sharing data type and data validity period in 

the following two ways: 

1) Actively sharing location requires the semantic name of the location, so user 

gets involved into the positioning process. Other related information like real-view 

picture can be added to location information for posting. In the passively sharing 

process, LBS automatically positions. As no user activity is involved, unregistered 

location in the system can only use pure geographic data. 

2) When actively check-in, only snapshot of the current location is registered in 

LBS. When passively share information, LBS tracks user’s location during the preset 

period of time until user terminates the process. 

Location sharing module based on virtual navigation system, which combines user 

interaction and check-in process, can register with a practical location name and post 

related real-view image. It does not track user’s location automatically, thus protects 

user’s privacy. The process of actively sharing position is showed in figure 4.9. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Process of Actively Sharing Location 

Traditionally, Location Sharing Module is based on GPS. Check-in method in this 

thesis, for the purpose of SNS, expands to physical media-based way like 2D barcode 

and Bluetooth device. The workflow is showed in figure 4.10. 

In the first phase of location sharing, user manually chooses the method of check-in 

according to the strength of GPS signal, complexity of environment and amount of 

physical media. There are mainly three ways: 1) GPS check-in; 2) 2D barcode 
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check-in; 3) Bluetooth device check-in. 

Currently all the location sharing service provided by LBS application is based on 

traditional GPS method. After getting user’s coordinate, Mobile LBS Module acquires 

corresponding geographic information and searches all the available registered venues 

around user, and then transfers to Location Sharing Module in the form of name list 

for user to choose and check in. If the returned venue list is empty, user needs to input 

the semantic name of the location manually to finish check-in. At the meantime, the 

venue name with its coordinate is sent back to sever to register the place. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Workflow of Location Sharing Module 

4.3.1 Location Sharing Module Based on Physical Media 

Most of the location sharing service provided by current LBS employs GPS and 

occasionally the mobile network like GSM to check in. When GPS signal is weak or 

lost in environment like indoor or cloudy days, the scope of LBS application and user 

experience is greatly affected. What’s more, to check-in at a site-crowded place by 

GPS, user has to search and choose the location from a long returned list with lots of 

venues, which is really time-consuming. 

This thesis designed a method based on physical media like 2D barcode or Bluetooth 

device in order to assist user to share location when GPS signal is weak or lost. 

Besides, RFID, WLAN and other physical objects correlated to geographic data are 
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all able to provide location sharing service. The basic architecture of physical 

media-based location sharing module is showed in figure 4.11. 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Architecture of Physical Media-Based Location Sharing Module 

As figure 4.11 showed, Location Sharing Module connects the third-party LBS central 

server and other different kinds of location sharing servers via mobile LBS client to 

support user to finish check-in. At present, major third-party LBS API providers home 

and abroad are Foursquare, Baidu map, and DianPing, etc. Meanwhile, mobile LBS 

server has access to the user database and site database with semantic venue names, as 

well as manages these databases.  

Site connector links physical objects and corresponding location information, while 

user connector links user and location information. These two respectively connect to 
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related database. Due to the privacy and security requirement for LBS user, identity is 

authenticated by user registration management. Only registered user who have logged 

in can access to LBS application to check-in. 

When using the wireless positioning technologies such as Bluetooth, WLAN, since 

sometimes the signal is not unique, the returned value is always not unique. To 

eliminate ambiguity, location inquiry server, which also supports traditional 

positioning methods like GPS, is introduced in this thesis. There are two ways for this 

server to deal with information: return the most suitable site from a series of location 

information; or provide a list of registered venues nearby for user to choose manually. 

Site database is used to store all the locations in LBS application and its 

corresponding services, as well as related semantic site information such as name, 

description, category, coordinate, etc. This database also includes the directed ID to 

third-party LBS database. The structure of site database is show in figure 4.12 (a). 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Structures of Site Database and User Database 

The structure of user database is showed in figure 4.12(b). Every account corresponds 

to an account name and password in user database. In order to prevent the leak of 

private information, user password in database is saved in the form of hash, rather 

than plaintext. When user accessing to the third-party LBS location sharing service, 
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account information is provided to generate a corresponding Access Token and 

transferred to the central server. Then the token is saved into the corresponding user 

database, thus avoiding information leak when user login from the web front-end. 

What’s more, table of user policy is generated by user database to manage the access 

of related information according to user’s setting. Only by registering online, can user 

get the operation authorization. 

4.3.2 Location Sharing Based on 2D Barcodes 

Location sharing via 2D barcode requires the following preparation: 

1）Creates 2D barcode with geographic information like coordinates and 

addresses of shops or venues in site database, and then connects barcode and the 

corresponding location by site connector, also saves the relationship in the database. 

Meanwhile, register the barcode to the mobile LBS WEB application server through 

the website. 

2）User should download and install the barcode decoder on Android-based 

smartphones, such as ZXing Test、Barcode Scanner from Google Play, which are 

popular and practical Barcode software. 

This thesis adopts QR code to create the 2D barcode in step one mentioned above. QR 

code can store more information and does not need to align to the scanner while 

scanning, so it is suitable for smartphone camera to recognize. For the convenience of 

decoding, QR code with location information in the thesis is generated by ZXing. 

ZXing is an open-source java class library which is generally used to decode several 

forms of 1D or 2D barcode. The specific process of creating 2D barcode is showed in 

figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13 Flow Diagram of Creating 2D Barcode 

The process of generating 2D barcode is as follows: firstly reverse geocoding. The 

name and the address of the check-in place input by user are transformed into 

corresponding coordinates through geocoding API provided by Google. Secondly 

search the coordinates of the place in site database. If a list of venues is returned, user 

manually choose the actual place and generate the QR code; if only a site is returned, 

QR code is directly generated; if no result found, search by name of the place in site 

database without regard of the other input information. Create corresponding 2D QR 

code if get the result during the second round of retrieval. 

At first, transform the geographic data into the form of two-dimensional matrix 

through com.google.zxing.qrcode.encoder package. And then transform the 

two-dimensional matrix into QR code by using java.awt class library. 

The workflow of location sharing based on 2D barcode is as follows: 

1) Scan the location QR barcode using smartphone camera. 
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2) Decode the QR barcode to get the geographic information via ZXing decoder 

in smartphone.  

3) Send user ID and venue ID to mobile LBS server via mobile client, and then 

search the semantic name by corresponding venue ID in site database. 

4) Quick check-in with the semantic name of the place at the corresponding 

location sharing venue.  

Because each barcode correlates to one location, no assistance from location inquiry 

server is needed when checking-in, thus decreasing the waiting and operation time. 

During the check-in process mentioned above, the merchant should prepare the 2D 

barcode with location information in advance. This thesis also provides a way of 

check-in based on user personal barcode, working as following steps: 

1) Generate private barcode with personal information for each user.  

This personal QR code describes a simple JSON flow, including user ID and 

password, as well as notes like whether user is agreed to post his or her location 

information to the third-party SNS like Twitter or Facebook. The structure of JSON 

flow is “Name-ValuePair”, with the formula :{ “user”:“x”, “pw”:“y”}. “x” stands for 

user name, “y” stands for password, and additional information is added to JSON flow 

by key of “publish” to show that user is willing to share the check-in information and 

post to a certain group of people. 

2) After user arriving at a place, the web camera with decoding capability 

provided by merchant can scan and obtain the user information from the personal 

barcode. 

3) The merchant transfers the venue ID and user ID to mobile LBS server to 

finish check-in. 

4.3.3 Location Sharing Based on Bluetooth Devices 

Since every Bluetooth device has a unique physical address “BT_ADDR”, location 

information can be added to the BT_ADDR with the help of site connector when 

Bluetooth is activated and visible to others, i.e. geographic information is bound with 

Bluetooth device. Devices sending Bluetooth signal mainly include mobile devices 

like smartphones or notebooks, and some static devices like desktop computer. Due to 

the mobility of Bluetooth device, a single device is not enough to describe a place. So 

a set of Bluetooth devices is utilized to confirm the location of a place in designing 

Bluetooth based check-in. 
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Similar to 2D barcode check-in, primary database is needed for Bluetooth check-in. 

Part of the BT_ADDR and related location information is registered into the site 

database. The registration process is as follows: 

1) Position user’s current location with other methods like GPS. 

2) A list of nearby venues is provided by Mobile LBS Module. 

3) After user selecting a location, transfer the venue ID and the BT_ADDR to 

site connector for binding together. 

A venue ID can correlate with several sets of Bluetooth devices while each 

BT_ADDR correlate only one venue ID. Location sharing service is available after 

setting up the primary database. The process of Bluetooth check-in is showed in 

figure 4.14: 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Flow Diagram of Check-in Based on Bluetooth Devices 

When user shares location based on Bluetooth device, firstly searches nearby 

Bluetooth signals, and then sends the set of corresponding BT_ADDRs to Location 

Inquiry Server. The server will return a list of sites corresponding to the BT_ADDR 
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set. If no result is available, returns an empty list. User chooses one location and sends 

the user ID and venue ID to mobile LBS server to check-in. At last, post the 

geographic information to user space. 

While the Bluetooth-based location sharing application is running in background, the 

following functions are provided by WEB server: 

1) Location search. 

Send the set of BT_ADDRs to mobile LBS server, and return a corresponding list 

of sites. 

2) Register new site and correlate to BT_ADDR. 

Send venue ID and its corresponding BT_ADDR to site connector, and write the 

relationship into site database. 

3) Report a wrong site. 

Sending the wrong correlation between set of BT_ADDRs and venue ID to 

mobile LBS server, a new entry will be added to indicate these sites do not belong to 

the venue ID. 

Background service is started by HTTP POST message received from mobile client. A 

JSON flow is encapsulated in this HTTP message with following elements: 

 venueID 

 registerAddresses： including registered BT_ADDR arrays, need to set 

venueID in JSON flow. 

 unregisterAddresses：including the wrong BT_ADDR arrays, need to set 

venueID in JSON flow.  

 lookupAddresses：including the BT_ADDR arrays with confirmed sites. 

The structure of Bluetooth table is displayed in figure 4.15. “venueID” in site table is 

the foreign key of Bluetooth table. Array “btaddr” includes the correlation of 

BT_ADDR and venue ID. Boolean variable “btaddrValid” shows the correctness of 

the correlation, and the value 0 indicates a wrong match. If the boolean variable 

“btStatic” is 1, it means the Bluetooth device is static, which affects the rate of 

location calculation. The string “reportTime” contains a time stamp. The site table on 

the right includes the name of designated venue ID, which can be used to search other 

corresponding semantic information in site database. 
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Figure 4.15 Structure of Bluetooth Database 

4.4 Design of Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene 

Module 

A brand-new function of designated reconstruction of real scene is provided in this 

thesis based on the requirements of virtual navigation service. User can review a 

historical scene or route without traveling back, which is an important supplement for 

virtual navigation system. 

Designated reconstruction of historical route at fixed place or time is done by a series 

of operation on the real-scene images captured by camera, such as data analysis, data 

process, data compression and storage, data transmission and search. Fixed-place 

inquiry requires user selecting a point on the map or typing a location manually. 

Fixed-time inquiry needs user to input the expected replay time. After getting the 

retrieval result, the requested scene or site is presented on the screen through the 

technology of 3D image rendering and augmented reality. This process is displayed in 

detail in figure 4.16. 

There are three parts in this module: data acquisition and processing, data 

compression and storage, data search and reappearance. 
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Figure 4.16 Work Process of Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module 

4.4.1 Data Acquisition and Processing  

Data acquisition coincides with the corresponding step in Mobile Virtual Navigation 

Module. The street view images are captured by camera in real time and then 

transferred to different modules for subsequent operations. 1) Traffic information of 

the images transferred to Virtual Navigation Module is extracted after analysis, 

recognition and features matching, and then combined with 2D digital map to present 

the real-scene to the screen. 2) Images sent to Designated Construction of Real Scene 

Module are saved into related database after data process and compression for user 

further service request. Besides, a time tag is set up for each frame of image which is 

the same as smartphone system clock during the process of data acquisition. 

The frame number of image collected by camera per second is set in advance. If this 

value is set too high and CPU is overburdened for data processing during Data 

Acquisition, images which are not handled timely will be stored into cache for 

recovering later on. If such condition continues, in order to avoid cache overflow, part 

of the data will be discarded by data collecting unit based on FIFO (first in first out) 
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principle and the image capturing speed will be decreased. 

The data processing unit correlates the image with system clock of smartphone and 

corresponding geographic information, that is to say, additional information like time 

and location are added to the original image for fixed-time or fixed-place search later 

on. Location information including coordinates, the names of nearby major locations 

is provided by Mobile LBS Module. Then this image with additive attribute is 

transformed into 2D vector graph and sent to data compression unit. 

The workflow of data acquisition and processing unit is showed in figure 4.17: 

 

Figure 4.17 Sequential Chart of Data Acquisition and Processing 

4.4.2 Data Compression and Storage 

According to the performance analysis in chapter 3.3, the image compression method 

heavily affects the efficiency and the quality of LBS application. Low rate of 

compression results into image distortion and influences the reconstruction effect; 

while high rate of compression takes up more storage space and more time to transfer 

data to server. It also determines the format of image after compression which is 

closely related to the search efficiency. So, image compression method is one of the 

key technologies for designated reconstruction of real scene. 

According to the functional requirements of Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene 

Module, real-view image is compressed in SVG format in the thesis for the following 

reasons: 

1) Digital map in mobile navigation system is in the form of vector graph. 

Scalable SVG image remains the quality after zooming in or zooming out, so it is 
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suitable to represent the navigation map, as well as to display the vector graph data 

through wireless network. 

2) Vector graph in SVG format largely reduces the volume of data and does not 

distort or lost any information and attribute. 

3) SVG supports GZIP which can recompress large volumes of SVG files to 

reduce the amount of data. Besides, the compression of text files also meets the 

requirement of lossless compression. 

4) SVG is stored in the format of text file which is searchable and selective. So 

text index for image information is easy to set up, which improves the efficiency 

when searching image based on content. 

5) SVG is based on XML, which can be used to transmit image through Internet. 

It is also convenient for Mobile LBS Module to code geographic data in XML. 

6) SVG fully supports DOM, which can define a unified interface for outer 

program to invoke. DOM is used to parse XML dataflow in mobile LBS client. So, 

SVG can fit all the modules in LBS application and functions well. 

7) SVG file after compression is not editable in text editor. If opened directly, it 

is just messy code, which increases the security level of image data and protects user’s 

privacy. 

To sum up, SVG is used to express image data captured by camera, and after 

conversion, it is compressed by GZIP to support the service of designated 

reconstruction of real scene. It not only saves huge amount of storage, but also 

reduces the data transmission time between mobile client and server. 

In the process of designated reconstruction of real scene, street-view image captured 

by camera is transmitted to data compression unit after handling in data processing 

unit. The received 2D vector graph is represented according to SVG standard and its 

expressing code is optimized. Then GZIP is employed to reduce the size of SVG file. 

At last, the compressed SVG file is transferred and saved in data storage unit. 

The workflow of data compression and storage unit is exhibited in figure 4.18: 
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Figure 4.18 Sequential Chart of Data Compression and Storage 

This work process includes the research and implementation of the following three 

parts: 

1) Conversion and optimization of SVG. 

The basic rules for conversing SVG files are as follows: 

 All signs have the start and end tags. If it is an empty sign, then it ends with a 

backslash. 

 For nested sign, the head should correspond to the tail.  

 A file only contains one root element. For example, <svg></svg> only 

contains a SVG file.  

 A DOCTYPE statement is included in SVG file to direct to a list of granted 

elements. 

Based on the above rules of SVG conversion, the processed 2D vector graph is 

compressed by the following three phases: 

a. Conversion of the basic image data. 

Six basic shapes and paths including circle, ellipse, rectangle, line, polyline and 

polygon in SVG are used to describe 2D vector graph. SVG can set the location and 

size of each shape, as well as define its color and contour via the attributes of fill and 

stroke to express different effects. 

b. Conversion of additive image data. 

Self-defined attributes are used to describe additive information like time and 

location. Firstly, assign an attribute ID for different types of additive information. 

Secondly, obtain the specific object through the function of getElementById(), and 

then assign the additive information to the attribute of this object through setAttribute() 
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function. When user is searching for content of images, function of getAttribute() is 

used to get the value of corresponding attribute.  

c. Optimization of SVG code. 

Real-scene images captured consecutively during the process of navigation 

contain lots of identical geographic entities. As the displacement of the entity changes 

but its shape remains the same, SVG code can be simplified. Based on the idea of 

modularization, we encapsulate the common features of similar geographic entities by 

expressing it as <symbol>…</symbol> and setting the corresponding ID. When 

decompressing SVG to reconstruct the real scene, the symbol ID is invoked to present 

the corresponding geographic entity. In such way, SVG code is greatly optimized and 

the amount of SVG files is reduced, thus saving storage.  

The process of transforming vector graph to SVG format is showed in figure 4.19.  

 

Figure 4.19 Workflow of SVG Transformation 

As showed in the above figure, 2D vector graph received from data processing 

unit is firstly transformed into SVG text in data compressing unit, and then 

corresponding attributes are added to this image. Later the SVG code is optimized by 

editing each file with SDB Editor. Because every frame of image is correlated to 

location, SDB Editor needs to refer to the map registration. After building the attribute 

database with all attribute information like time and location contained in each frame 

of vector graph, the table of “vector-attribute” correlation is created in data platform 

unit to construct a complete SVG database model. 

2) Establishment of Information Database. 

Real-scene image is transformed into SVG format in data compression unit for 

construction of SVG database. Efficient text index is established for compressed SVG 

file on account of its characteristics in SVG database. 

This thesis adopts SQLite Database which is integrated into Android operation 

system and supports SQL inquiry and other operation, as well as takes less memory. 

The LBS application accesses to various database through Content Provider or 
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Service. Since SQLite Database supports all kinds of data, one SVG file as a whole is 

added to SVG database as one value in Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene 

Module. 

Two tables are included in SVG database: SVG file table and image table, whose 

structure is displayed in figure 4.20. SVG file with the same image ID is the SVG 

description of the corresponding real-scene image. As foreign key is not supported in 

SQLite Database, image ID should be identical to prevent the information mismatch 

when constructing the tables. Boolean variable in the SVG file table is a mark for 

whether the file information is saved in local cache or in user space on server, and 1 

stands for local cache. User-defined attributes describe the additive information of 

image such as collection time, GPS coordinates and location information. 

 

Figure 4.20 Structure of SVG Database 

In the image table, GPS longitude and latitude are obtained by GPS module. 

Location information is provided by Mobile LBS Module, so GPS coordinates need to 

be sent to Mobile LBS Module in real time to update the information related to 

current location. 

3) Data Storage. 

Large volume of image data is produced during the navigation process. Due to 

the limit space of smartphone memory, part of the data is transmitted to user space on 

server. When the amount of data is excessive on server, lots of time will be wasted on 

data communication and search. 

Two strategies are employed to solve the above problems 
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 Dynamic Cache Mechanism. 

SVG file of the image collected most recently after compression is stored in local 

cache for reusing. And the one with much location information is also saved in cache 

for quick inquiry by place. As cache in smartphone is determined by the volume of the 

memory, this thesis adopts dynamic cache mechanism which can automatically adjust 

the size of cache allocated to LBS application. When the space of cache reaches a 

threshold value, part of the data needs to be transmitted to server according to Least 

Recently Used (LRU) rule. At the same time, collection time is also taken into 

account to send the earliest data to server first. 

 Cache Penetration Factor. 

After user submitting the request of real-scene reconstruction, the LBS 

application firstly searches in cache to find whether the data exists. If exists, related 

SVG file is recalled directly from cache; if not, an inquiry request is sent to the server. 

During this retrieval process, if requested image for an occasion or a period of time is 

not in cache all the time, the first-cache-then-server procedure repeats every time, 

which not only wastes a lot of time but also makes cache meaningless. This is the 

so-called cache penetration. 

In order to prevent cache penetration, the following steps are added when 

encapsulating SET and GET of cache. We consider the requested location or time as a 

KEY. When the Key is not in the cache, mark the KEY; when the KEY is inquired 

next time, check the marked KEY first. If the marked KEY exists, return a preset 

constant; each more inquiry adds one to the constant. If the constant exceeds a default 

threshold and the key is searched again, the corresponding request will be directly put 

forward to the server instead of local cache. 

Besides the above methods, outdated image data is cleaned regularly to maintain user 

space and save the storage unit. According to the smartphone setting of memory and 

cache, proper time interval of image capture is chosen. Meanwhile taking LRU into 

account, the earlier and long-unused data will be deleted automatically. 

4.4.3 Data Search and Reappearance 

When designated reconstruction of real scene is initiated, HTTP request is sent to 

server through mobile client. After receiving the response from the server, prompt 

message is displayed on the screen for user to choose weather search by place or by 

time. If search by place, user should input the name of venue or choose a point on the 
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map to extract the GPS coordinates; if search by time, user should input the preferred 

time. And then the typed information is regarded as parameters sent to the database 

for keyword search. If the retrieval hits in local cache, the target SVG file will be 

directly extracted to reconstruct. Otherwise, the SVG file will be transmitted to cache 

from the server via the mobile network. If no result found, returns null and displays 

message “The inquired information is not existed” for user on the screen. 

After retrieval hitting, the SVG file is decompressed by using GZIP in Data 

Reconstruction Unit. Then it will be restored to the original 2D vector graph through 

SVG convertor. As SVG compression is lossless, reconstruction effect is great without 

any distortion. Later the 2D image is delivered to the Mobile Virtual Navigation 

Module, and augmented reality function is called to present the corresponding image 

in the form of real-scene with 3D image rendering engine. 

In Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module, the workflow of data search and 

reappearance is showed in figure 4.21. 

In the phase of data search, the following conditions will affect the efficiency and 

quality: 

1) Because each frame of image is related to a consecutive parameter of time, 

search by time can improve the hit rate. If no corresponding result found, the module 

will provide the previous or next frame for user. Due to the time interval between two 

consecutive frames is short and user travelling speed is slow during the navigation, 

the reappearance of neighbor scene is quite similar to the request one. 

2) While searching by location name or GPS coordinates, no result is found 

sometimes. The reason for this condition includes two aspects: the corresponding 

real-scene image is not collected or the requested data is deleted when maintaining 

user’s space. 

3) Sometimes the input location name is related to more than one SVG file, i.e. 

several frames of picture are collected at the same venue. Thus it is necessary to set up 

an image counter to calculate the total number of corresponding SVG files, reminding 

user that several images are found. And then user can choose to present all the results 

or filter the results by time. 
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Figure 4.21 Sequential Chart of Data Search and Reappearance 
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5 Experimental Results 

The design of three functional modules of LBS for mobile virtual navigation system is 

explained in detail in the last chapter. This chapter will introduce the implementation. 

5.1 Development and Runtime Environment 

As the LBS application in this thesis is based on Android, the following development 

and runtime environment is chosen: 

 Programming Language：Java 

 Development Platform：Windows XP 

 Development Tools ：Eclipse (ADT + CDT) 

 Development Environment：JDK，Android SDK，Android NDK 

 Referenced Library：OpenCV Library for Embedded System 

 Runtime Platform ：Google Nexus One  

 Android Version：2.3.3 

Due to the limitation of mobile hardware, the resolution value of smartphone camera 

is set as 640*480. It not only shortens the processing time but also guarantees the 

accuracy of data processing and present the result in real time. 

5.2 Realization of Mobile LBS Module 

Mobile LBS application based on Virtual Navigation System is designed and 

implemented on Android smartphone in this thesis. During the navigation process, 

this application provides various location based services and displays the result in real 

scene form, which makes up the presenting effect of traditional navigation system. An 

example of real-scene LBS navigation system is showed in picture 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Example of LBS Virtual Navigation System 

5.2.1 Server and Client 

Data communication and exchange between client and server is realized through 

Mobile LBS Module, which is built with Web Service and C/S architecture. At the 

same time, the server can send the geographic information and service result for 

corresponding LBS request to user. 

The server and client of Mobile LBS Module are developed with the application of 

Android SDK and Eclipse. The client sends the HTTP request in form of POST to 

server. After processing the request and getting the LBS result, the server generates 

XML dataflow and encapsulates it into JSON object to return to client. XML dataflow 

and JSON object are parsed in the client and the data is extracted to be presented on 

the relevant control. This procedure is realized in the following five steps: 

1) HTTP POST request is sent from user client to Mobile LBS Server. 

Passing parameters is in array of key-value pairs. Function requestHttp（） is used 

to obtain the return status of server access, and getWebContext ( ) is invoked to get 

the LBS results. The key code is as follows: 
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public int requestHttp(String url,String []key,String []value)  {  

//This function returns the different status of server access and gets the text value through webContext. 

key-value is the pair of key and value，url is the requested website. 

 

  int status = 0; 

  DefaultHttpClient myHttpClient = new DefaultHttpClient(); 

  HttpPost myPost = new HttpPost(url); 

  List<BasicNameValuePair> pairs = new ArrayList<BasicNameValuePair>(); 

  int size=key.length; 

  for(int i=0;i<size;i++){ 

   pairs.add(new BasicNameValuePair(key[i], value[i])); } 

  …… 

  try { 

   myHttpClient.getParams().setIntParameter(HttpConnectionParams.SO_TIMEOUT, 

60000);   // Socket timeout is set as 60s 

              myHttpClient.getParams().setIntParameter(HttpConnectionParams.CONNECTION_TIME 

OUT, 60000);   // Socket timeout is set as 60s 

   HttpResponse response = myHttpClient.execute(myPost); 

   int res = response.getStatusLine().getStatusCode();    

   ……} else if (res == 404) {status = 404; 

         …… 

} 

2) HTTP status like Error 404, Error 500, Request Timeout or Service 

Unavailable is returned to client. The prompt message is displayed on the screen 

according to the different return status, such as require registering or login. 

3) XML dataflow is generated in server and sealed into JSON object, and then 

returned to client. 

a. Code for generating XML dataflow is displayed as follows： 

 

public void BuildXMLDoc() throws IOException, JDOMException { 

        Element root = new Element("LBS_list");   // Create root node LBS_list.  

        Document Doc = new Document(root);   // Add the root node to Document file  

        for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {    //Traversal of LBS result in database  

           Element elements = new Element("LBS_result");  // Create node LBS_result  

           elements.setAttribute("id", "" + i);   // Add attribute ID to LBS_result node 

           elements.addContent(new Element("…").setText("…")); //Add a child node to this 

LBS_result node and assign a value              

           root.addContent(elements);  // Add child node LBS_result to father node LBS_list; } 

        XMLOutputter XMLOut = new XMLOutputter(); 

        XMLOut.output(Doc, new FileOutputStream("user.xml")); // Output user.xml file 

    } 
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b. Code for encapsulating single JSON Object is as follows： 

 

<?php  // for POST request   

$type=$_POST["type"];   

$arr = array(   

'id'=>'1',   

'username'=>'Eric',   

'lat'=>'157.23',   

'lon'=>'47.134',   

'type'=>' Passing an argument:'.$type   

echo json_encode($arr);  ?>   

 

c. Code for encapsulating JSON Object with array is as follows: 

 

<?php  // for POST request   

$type=$_POST["type"];   

$arr = array(   

$a = array(   

'id'=>'1',   

'id'=>'2',   

…… 

'type'=>' Passing an argument:'.$type     

array_push($arr,$a);  // Merge two arrays into one 

array_push($arr,$b);    

echo "{\"json_2\":".json_encode($arr)."}";?>  // JSON encapsulated as JSON_2 

 

4) XML dataflow and JSON Object is parsed in client. 

a. DOM is used to parse XML dataflow in this thesis, and the specific process is 

explained in chapter 4.2.3. Below is the key code: 

 

public void DomParsersXml() { 

         DocumentBuilderFactory dbf = DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); // Construct a new 

instance of Document Builder Factor for DOM parser 

         try { 

             DocumentBuilder db = dbf.newDocumentBuilder(); // Get a DOM Parser 

             Document doc = db.parse("LBS_result.xml"); 

             NodeList nl1 = doc.getElementsByTagName("LBS_result"); // Get all the nodes with the 
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name of LBS_result 

             int size1 = nl1.getLength(); 

             for (int i = 0; i < size1; i++) { 

                 Node n = nl1.item(i); 

                 NodeList nl2 = n.getChildNodes(); // Get all the child nodes of node n 

         …… } } 

 

b. Hashmap is used to parse JSON object in array. The key code is as follows: 

 

public ArrayList<HashMap<String, Object>> getJSONArray(String webContent, String[] key, String 

jsonName) {   // This function gets the JSON array structure and returns ArrayList<HashMap<String, 

Object>> 

  ArrayList<HashMap<String, Object>> list; 

  JSONArray jsonObject; 

  try { jsonObject = new JSONObject(webContent).getJSONArray(jsonName); 

   list = new ArrayList<HashMap<String, Object>>(); 

   for (int i = 0; i < jsonObject.length(); i++) { 

    JSONObject jsonObject2 = (JSONObject) jsonObject.opt(i); 

    HashMap<String, Object> map = new HashMap<String, Object>(); 

    for (int j = 0; j < key.length; j++) { 

     map.put(key[j], jsonObject2.getString(key[j])); 

     System.out.println(key[j] + "_" 

       + jsonObject2.getString(key[j])); } 

    list.add(map); } 

  } …… 

  return list; } 

 

5) After getting the parsed data, the client invokes the related thread to display 

the LBS results on the screen. 

Figure 5.2 displays the JSON data package which is returned from the server to 

client. 
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Figure 5.2 Display of Received JSON Object on Mobile Client 

5.2.2 User Interest-based LBS 

In order to fulfill customized service, LBS map based on user’s interest is created in 

this thesis. During a certain period of time, user’s interest point is figured out 

according to area operation score, object modification score and object weight. 

Among these three parameters, the most important one is the weight of user’s 

classified object. We calculate the weight by comparing the frequency of searching 

different objects and attributes. When the weight exceeds the preset threshold value, 

the weight is assigned a constant, which means the corresponding object is the user’s 

real interest point. 

The more times user searches a classified object, the more accurate the self-adaptive 

LBS map determines user’s interest point and the better meets user’s demands. 

According to test and statistics, the relationship between operation frequency and 

object weight is explained in figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Relationship between Operation Frequency and Object Weight 

In the interest-based LBS experiments, when user searches the nearby restaurants, 

Mobile LBS Module returns lots of related results which is exhibited in figure 5.4 (a). 

When user searches restaurants of Hunan cuisine for many times and browses several 

ones in detail, Mobile LBS Module will add Hunan cuisine as one interest point to 

User Interest Model. If user finds restaurants again, the related information of User 

Classification in user space is transferred to Map Generating Module. Thus, 

geographic data about Hunan cuisine is prioritized to display on the LBS map just like 

the figure 5.4 (b) showing. 
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Figure 5.4 Example of Customized LBS Research 

5.3 Realization of Location Sharing Module 

Traditional location sharing service always uses GPS, GSM or hybrid method. Under 

the indoor condition or other special environment where GPS signal is weak or lost, 

LBS application and user experience is greatly limited. This thesis develops physical 

media based methods of check in, such as 2D barcode and Bluetooth device, which 

serves as a good supplement for traditional methods. 

However, media based location sharing service needs to build primary Bluetooth 

database and barcode database at the first stage. BT-ADDR of Bluetooth device is 

obtained directly from smartphone and the location is got through traditional 

positioning method. 

Java ZXing class library is introduced when generating 2D barcode label. Firstly, 

geographic information is coded into 2D matrix by com.google.zxing.qrcode.encoder 

package; then it is transformed into QR image through java.awt class library. The key 
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code for creating QR barcode is as follows: 

 

public class QR_Encode { 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

String str = “ location_info ” ; // The content of 2D barcode matrix, which is generated by 

com.google.zxing.qrcode.encoder package 

String path = “/mnt/sdcard/check-in/barcode”; 

ByteMatrix byteMatrix; 

try { 

byteMatrix = new MultiFormatWriter().encode 

(str,BarcodeFormat.QR_CODE, 200, 200); 

File file = new File(path + “.png”);  

MatrixToImageWriter.writeToFile(byteMatrix, “png”, file);  

// Class MatrixToImageWriter is defined in com.google.zxing.client.j2se class library 

} catch (IOException e) { 

……; }  

} } 

In the experiment of location sharing service, we construct primary test database 

firstly, and then choose different ways to check-in for many times to compare the 

advantages and disadvantages of these methods, as table 5.1 showed. 

 

Table 5.1 Pros and Cons of Different Check-in Methods 

 
Traditional Methods  

(like GPS) 
2D Barcode Bluetooth 

Advantages 

-Easy to use 

-Easy to control 

location sharing 

-Widely recognized 

-Easy to use 

-Quick check-in  

-Convenient for push services 

-Easy to control location 

sharing  

- Obvious service 

- Convenient for push 

services 

-Easy to integrate with SNS  

-Easy to interact with other 

users 

Disadvantages 

-Slow positioning 

-Unstable signal 

-Long time for 

-No need to search, so useful 

information is neglected 

sometimes  

-Long time for searching 

signal 

-Not applicable in all 
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searching sometimes -Check-in at fixed venue only 

-User-defined location is not 

allowed 

- Need primary database 

environments 

-Need primary database 

 

Referring to the Pros and Cons of different methods in above table, user can manually 

select the check-in way when sharing location in consideration of the characteristics 

of around environment like GSP signal strength, density of shops, user’s purpose and 

demand. The UI is showed in figure 5.5(a). 

When Bluetooth based method is chosen, all the visible Bluetooth signals nearby are 

searched and their BT_ADDRs are sent to Inquiry Server for further retrieval in the 

primary Bluetooth database, and then the server returns a list of related location just as 

exhibited in figure 5.5(b).  

 

Figure 5.5 UI of Location Sharing Service 
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5.4 Realization of Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene 

Module 

The LBS application based on mobile virtual navigation system provides designated 

reconstruction of real scene service, so that user can review the historical route and 

occasion. 

When reconstructing designated real scene, HTTP request is sent from mobile client 

to WEB server. Responded by the server, prompt message is displayed on the screen 

for user to choose whether to search by place or by time. User interface is showed in 

figure 5.6(a). Figure 5.6（b） is the reconstruction result when searching by time. 

 

Figure 5.6 Example of Designated Reconstruction Service 

The key technology in Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module is image 

compression. SVG format is used to describe the image captured by camera in real 

time and is compressed with GZIP. During the process of basic transformation of SVG, 

the following code is employed to specify the point, line segment, polyline, circle, 

ellipse, rectangle, polygon, path and so on. At the same time, attributes of fill and 

stroke is utilized to represent color and shape: 
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// SVG represents point 

＜ ? xml version = "1.0" encoding = " utf-8"  standalone = " no" ? ＞ 

<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN” 

…… ＞ 

＜ g id = " point" ＞ 

＜ clipPath id = " SVG_CP_1" ＞ 

＜ path 

d = "M0, 0L0, 356. 84725L152. 60211, 356. 84725L152. 60211, 0L0, 0z" / ＞ 

＜ /clipPath ＞ 

＜ g font-family = " ＇ESRI Default Marker ＇" 

…… 

clip-path = " url( #SVG_CP_1) "＞ 

＜ text transform = "matrix( 4 0 0 4 100 100) " ＞  

＜ tspan x = "0" y = "0" ＞ ! ＜ /tspan ＞ ＜ /text ＞ 

＜ /g ＞＜ /g ＞＜ /svg ＞ 

// SVG represents line segment 

<line x1="26" y1="74" x2="105" y2="94" style="stroke:rgb(0，0，0);stroke-width:3"/> 

// SVG represents polyline  

<polyline points="100，200 100，20 10，200 100，20" style="stroke:rgb(64，64，64);stroke-width:1"/> 

// SVG represents rectangle 

<rect x="40" y="76" width="120" height="48" style="fill:rgb(39，64，255); stroke:rgb(0，3，128); 

stroke-width:1"/> 

// SVG represents circle 

<circle cx="127" cy="19" r="90" style="fill:rgb(255，255，255); stroke:rgb(0，0，134); stroke-width:1"/> 

// SVG represents ellipse 

<ellipse cx="180" cy="139" rx="161" ry="80" style="fill:rgb(192 ， 192 ， 255);stroke:rgb(0 ， 0 ，

128);stroke-width:1"/> 

// SVG represents polygon 

<polygon points="273.5，67.423 206，253.006 179，433.786" style="fill:rgb(100 , 0 , 255);stroke:rgb(0，

0，128);stroke-width:1"/>  

//SVG represents path 

<path d="M40,100 c32,-90 10,10 50,0 s20,-59 150,50" stroke="red" stroke-width="5" fill="none" 

marker-start="url(#arrow)" 

marker-mid="url(#arrow)" 
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marker-end="url(#arrow)" /> 

During the navigation process, the image data of the consecutive frames contain lots 

of identical geographic entities. As time going on, these entities only change 

displacement but remain the same shapes. So before compressing SVG text file with 

GZIP, the code is optimized and simplified with the guidance of modularization. The 

main code is as follows: 

＜ symbol id = " geo_entity" ＞  // Define the characteristic of geographic entities 

＜ g ＞ 

…… 

＜ /g ＞ 

＜ ! --End Element--＞ 

＜ /symbol ＞ 

＜ g id = geo_entity 1" transform = " translate( 0，0) " ＞  // Cite the geographic entity 

＜ use xlink: href = " # geo_entity " / ＞ 

＜ /g ＞ 

In the experiment of designated reconstruction of real scene, different resolution 

ration of camera is set to collect images of various sizes in diverse environments. In 

order to analyze the efficiency and performance of image compression, compare the 

size of original image, SVG file, optimized SVG file and GZIP file for many times. 

Table 5.2 is the experiment data which shows the compression ratio in each phase. 

Table 5.2 Comparison of image compression ratio 

Resolution 

of camera 
ID 

Original 

size 

/KB 

SVG 

file 

/KB 

Compression 

ratio 1/% 

Optimized 

SVG 

file /KB 

Compression 

ratio 2/% 

GZIP 

file 

/KB 

Overall 

compression 

ratio /% 

640*480 1 78.09 5.45 93.02 2.43 96.887 1.28 98.366 

800*600 2 132.43 11.36 91.42 3.53 97.332 1.17 99.116 

1024*768 3 206.19 21.34 89.65 5.01 97.567 1.47 99.285 

1024*768 4 295.31 33.56 88.64 5.03 98.295 1.61 99.454 

We can see from table 5.2, the bigger the original data, the better the effect of 

compression. In the Designated Reconstruction of Real Scene Module, the data 

volume of the original real-scene image is greatly decreased after SVG format 

description, SVG code optimization and GZIP compression, thus saving storage 

space. 
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6 Conclusion 

6.1 Summary 

Aimed to solve the present problems of imperfect service, simple categories and 

management chaos for LBS, this thesis puts forward the mobile LBS application 

based on Android virtual navigation system after analyzing the advantages and 

disadvantages of current technologies. This LBS application is self-adaptive regarding 

to user’s interest which greatly improves user experience and protect user privacy. At 

the same time, check-in by physical media-based method in location sharing service is 

a powerful supplement and assistant to the traditional way like GPS. The designated 

reconstruction of real scene provides great service of reviewing historical route, which 

frees user from the current location. 

Besides, the LBS application utilizes the advantages of mobile virtual navigation 

system in all modules and integrates 2D digital map with streetscape captured in real 

time. The customized map, the LBS results and location information are all presented 

in real scene format by using augmented reality and 3D image rendering technology, 

which is capable to provide high-quality navigation service intuitively and 

conveniently.  

The product of mobile virtual navigation system in this project is of great prospect 

after integrating function-rich LBS application. It brings about not only great business 

opportunity but also brand-new user experience which makes a big difference to 

people’s life. 

6.2 Future Work 

Currently the core parts of this thesis includes generating the self-adaptive LBS map 

by analyzing user’s interest and how to check in via physical media, as well as 

providing designated reconstruction service. However, the algorithms adopted are not 

optimized enough and have many limitations. Besides, some threshold values in 

different modules need to be preset manually. Thus, there is space for improving the 

algorithms and refining all the function modules. It is also necessary to develop new 
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methods for check-in such as through WLAN and RFID. 

What’s more, the thesis studies the technologies of data compression and storage. 

Owing to the limitation of hardware and computing power of smartphone, the LBS 

application is still not able to provide efficient and high-quality data retrieval. In the 

future, we need to continuously improve the methods of data compression and storage 

to meet user’s demands. It is a good idea to implement the roaming function of the 

navigation system, so that user can enjoy 360-degree-view-angle roaming service 

while requesting for real scene reappearance. 

When it comes to the expansion of service type for LBS, it could be integrated with 

more SNS applications to provide rich services to user.  
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